Large-scale analysis of the barley transcriptome based on expressed sequence tags.
To provide resources for barley genomics, 110,981 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) were generated from 22 cDNA libraries representing tissues at various developmental stages. This EST collection corresponds to approximately one-third of the 380,000 publicly available barley ESTs. Clustering and assembly resulted in 14,151 tentative consensi (TCs) and 11 073 singletons, altogether representing 25 224 putatively unique sequences. Of these, 17.5% showed no significant similarity to other barley ESTs present in dbEST. More than 41% of all barley genes are supposed to belong to multigene families and approximately 4% of the barley genes undergo alternative splicing. Based on the functional annotation of the set of unique sequences, the functional category 'Energy' was further analysed to reveal tissue- and stage-specific differences in gene expression. Hierarchical clustering of 362 differentially expressed TCs resulted in the identification of seven major clusters. The clusters reflect biochemical pathways predominantly activated in specific tissues and at various developmental stages. During seed germination glycolysis could be identified as the most predominant biochemical pathway. Germination-specific glycolysis is characterized by the coordinated expression of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, whose antagonistic actions possibly regulate the flux of amino acids into protein biosynthesis and gluconeogenesis respectively. The expression of defence-related and antioxidant genes during germination might be controlled by the ethylene-signalling pathway as concluded from the coordinated expression of those genes and the transcription factors (TF) EIN3 and EREBPG. Moreover, because of their predominant expression in germinating seeds, TF of the AP2 and MYB type are presumably major regulators of germination.